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A Tag Encoding Scheme against Pollution
Attack to Linear Network Coding
Xiaohu Wu, Yinlong Xu, Chau Yuen, and Liping Xiang
Abstract—Network coding allows intermediate nodes to encode data packets to improve network throughput and robustness.
However, it increases the propagation speed of polluted data packets if a malicious node injects fake data packets into the network,
which degrades the bandwidth efficiency greatly and leads to incorrect decoding at sinks. In this paper, insights on new mathematical
relations in linear network coding are presented and a key predistribution-based tag encoding scheme KEPTE is proposed, which
enables all intermediate nodes and sinks to detect the correctness of the received data packets. Furthermore, the security of KEPTE
with regard to pollution attack and tag pollution attack is quantitatively analyzed. The performance of KEPTE is competitive in terms of:
1) low computational complexity; 2) the ability that all intermediate nodes and sinks detect pollution attack; 3) the ability that all
intermediate nodes and sinks detect tag pollution attack; and 4) high fault-tolerance ability. To the best of our knowledge, the existing
key predistribution-based schemes aiming at pollution detection can only achieve at most three points as described above. Finally,
discussions on the application of KEPTE to practical network coding are also presented.
Index Terms—Network coding, pollution attack, Byzantine attack, compromised nodes, security
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INTRODUCTION

N

coding, where an intermediate node encodes
incoming packets before forwarding, has been theoretically proven to maximize network throughput and
enhance network robustness [1], [2], [3]. It has received
extensive attentions and been applied to various computer
network systems, such as multicast networks [28], wireless
networks [26], and P2P systems [27].
However, when there is a malicious node in a network
and the malicious node injects fake data packets into its
downstream nodes, the fake data packets will be encoded
together with correct data packets by the downstream nodes
and the outputs of the downstream nodes will be polluted
and fake. The pollution propagates in the network quickly
with the transmission of polluted data packets, which not only
leads to incorrect decoding at sinks, but also wastes network
resources. So it is crucial to prevent pollution attacks in
practical applications of network coding.
The existing approaches against pollution attack to
network coding can be categorized into three classes, error
correction, malicious node localization, and pollution
detection. Error correction-based approaches [4], [19], [23],
[24] only allow a small portion of packets to be polluted,
and focus on correcting error only at sinks. The pollution
will inevitably propagate in networks with the error
correction approaches.
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Some schemes [17], [18], [22] are proposed to locate
malicious nodes and make those nodes unable to further
inject polluted data packets. Those schemes either assume
that there exists a powerful controller that knows the entire
topology of a network [17], [18] or assume a clock
synchronization of all nodes in a network [22]. Those
schemes are of limited practicality when multiple malicious
nodes exist.
The existing schemes of pollution detection, which are
mainly based on key delay distribution, public key
cryptography (PKC), and key predistribution, focus on
detecting and filtering fake or polluted data packets at
intermediate nodes or sinks directly and can prevent
pollution propagation efficiently. The schemes in [12], [16]
based on key delay distribution require a clock synchronization of all the nodes in a network. So it is difficult to
implement them in an adversarial distributed environment.
The implementation of the schemes based on PKC or key
predistribution are relatively simple. However, the PKCbased schemes in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [29] require a
large field, for example, the field in [8] is F397 , which implies
that the computational complexities of PKC-based schemes
are very high.
The schemes in [13], [14], [15], [25] are based on key
predistribution. The computational complexities of the
schemes in [13], [14] are low, but they experience tag
pollution attack that leads to numerous correct data packets
being discarded. With the scheme in [14], the correctness of
a data packet will be verified after several hops (usually at
least 3 hops). The MacSig scheme [15] requires a field of size
128 bits with very high computational complexity. In
addition, even if the schemes in [13], [15], [25] tolerate
less nodes to be compromised, very large redundancy is
needed to append to each data packet. For example, if the
most recent MacSig scheme [15] allows 15 nodes to be
compromised with a probability 99.5 percent, the size of
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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redundancy appended to an IP data packet of 1,400 bytes
will be 5,144 bytes.1
This paper will present some insights on mathematical
relations in linear network coding and propose a key
predistribution-based tag encoding (KEPTE) scheme to
detect polluted data packets. The basic idea of KEPTE is
as follows: A source s uses N keys to generate N tags for
each data packet. Each node g except the source holds a
unique pair of keys ðZg ; Vg Þ, where Zg ; Vg , and the N keys
held by s satisfy a certain relation. When a node g receives a
data packet W with its N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N , it uses Zg to
encode the N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N and generates a new tag t
that can be viewed as a tag generated according to W and
the key Zg . Then, the node g can verify the correctness of W
with Vg and t. An illustration of the packet correctness
verification process of KEPTE will also be seen in Fig. 3.
Compared with the existing key predistribution-based
schemes in [13], [14], [15], [25], KEPTE shows competitive
performance as follows:
It is computationally efficient because it does not
require a large field.
2. All intermediate nodes and sinks are able to detect
pollution attack.
3. All intermediate nodes and sinks are able to detect
tag pollution attack.
4. Suppose that random linear network coding is
executed over finite field Fp . When Ndlog2 pe bits
of redundancy is appended to a data packet, it
allows no more than N  ðN   þ 1Þ nodes to be
compromised, where  mainly depends on Fp and
will be explained in Section 4.5. In particular, if Fp ¼
F28 and Fp ¼ F216 ,  can be set to be 8 and 5,
respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we introduce the models and assumptions of KEPTE. Then,
we present KEPTE in Section 3. Subsequently, a quantitative
security analysis is taken in Section 4. In Section 5, we give
performance analysis and performance comparison with
other typical schemes, and discuss the application of KEPTE
to a practical network coding case. At last, a conclusion is
made in Section 6.
Part of this work appeared at NetCod’ 2011 [30].
Compared with [30], this paper proposes a lightweight key
distribution, presents detailed security analysis of KEPTE,
and detailed comparison of KEPTE with other schemes.
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TABLE 1
Notation Interpretation

1.

2

MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Network Coding Model
Suppose that a network consists of a source s, some
intermediate nodes, and a set R of sinks, and random
linear network coding is exploited in the network without
the knowledge of its global topology.
The source s is to multicast a file of n data blocks
B1 ; B2 ; . . . ; Bn to a set R of sinks, where each Bi ð1  i  nÞ
is a vector of m dimensions over field Fp (Note: Table 1
1. We set  ¼ 0:1 and " ¼ 0:005 in MacSig, and we will explain the
settings in the supplementary, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2013.24.

summarizes the main notations in this paper). To mark the
coefficients of encoded data blocks, before sending
B1 ; B2 ; . . . ; Bn , a unit vector Ei of length n over field Fp is
appended to Bi ð1  i  nÞ, where the ith coordinate of Ei is
1. Set Pi ¼ ðEi ; Bi Þ 2 Fpmþn as a data packet that consists of a
data block Bi and the encoded coefficient vector Ei . With
random linear network coding, an encoded data packet is a
linear combination of data packets P1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn . Let W be
an encoded data packet, then W will be an m þ n
dimensional vector with the first n coordinates being
encoding coefficients. If the first n coordinates of W are
w1 ; . . . ; wn , W can be represented as
0 1
P1
W ¼ ðw1 ; . . . ; wn Þ  @ . . . A;
ð1Þ
Pn
where ðw1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wn Þ is usually called the global encoding
0
vector of W . A data packet W is called fake or polluted if and
0
only if W 62 SpanfP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn g.2
With random linear network coding, a node randomly
selects encoding coefficients from a field Fp . Ho et al. [3]
show that if Fp is sufficiently large, any n encoded data
packets received by a node will be linearly independent and
further the n original data packets P1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn can be
decoded from them with high probability. F28 and F216 are
two typical fields in practical network coding [20].
From the view of practical network coding, if a file is too
large, it is usually divided into some subfiles, which are
called groups or generations. Each generation is further
divided into some data blocks. Random linear network
coding will be executed among the data blocks in the same
generation, which is usually identified by a generation id.
So we can perform KEPTE in each generation as a separate
file. In the following, we only consider that the source s
multicasts n data packets to sinks.
2. This is the linear space based on P1 ; . . . ; Pn , it consists of all linear
combinations of P1 ; . . . ; Pn .
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Fig. 1. Tag generation at source s.

2.2 Adversary Model
We assume that the source s is trustworthy. An adversary
may compromise some intermediate nodes or sinks, and
knows the secret information held by those compromised
nodes. The adversary is able to wiretap all the data packets
that are transmitted in a network.
A compromised node can inject fake data packets into
its output links, which is called pollution attack. The
objective of pollution attack is to make intermediate nodes
or sinks unable to detect error data packets, which not only
leads to incorrect decoding at sinks but also makes
polluted data packets be transmitted in a network, leading
to bandwidth waste.
In addition, a compromised node can modify the
verification tags of a correct data packet, and injects the
correct data packet with modified tags to its output links,
which is called tag pollution attack. The objective of tag
pollution attack is to get correct data packets be judged as
wrong and be discarded by intermediate nodes or sinks,
which wastes bandwidth greatly.
2.3 Cryptographical Assumptions
We assume that there is a key distribution center (KDC) in
our model. KDC is a common tool for key distribution. If
KDC is not available, key distribution based on PKC can
replace the function of KDC. By PKC, the source distributes
secret information, which is also secret keys, to each node g
except the source in a network. The previous cryptographical schemes against pollution attack to network coding have
the similar assumptions on KDC or PKC. For the details to
distribute keys securely, please refer to [31].

3

Fig. 2. Encoding at a node g.

N tags tWi ;1 ; . . . ; tWi ;N 2 Fp ð1  i  hÞ, h constants
1 ; . . . ; h 2 Fp .
P
Output: ðW ; tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N Þ ¼ hi¼1 i ðWi ; tWi ;1 ; . . . ;
tWi ;N Þ 2 FpmþnþN .
. V erifyðZg ; Vg ; ðW ; tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N ÞÞ:
Input: two secret vectors Zg 2 FpN and Vg 2 Fpmþn , a
vector W 2 Fpmþn with its N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N .
Output: If Zg  ðtW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N ÞT ¼ W  VgT , output 1;
otherwise, output 0.

3.2 The Outline of KEPTE
In this section, we describe the process of generating tags for
P1 ; . . . ; Pn 2 Fpmþn at the source s, the encoding of multiple
data packets at intermediate nodes, and the correctness
verification of data packets at each node g except s in a
network. In the following of this paper, we will simply refer
to each node g except the source s in a network with each node g:
1.

KEPTE

3.1 Three Basic Algorithms
Before presenting KEPTE, we give an overview of three
basic algorithms, namely Sign, Combine, and V erify. The
algorithm Sign computes N tags for each of the n data
packets P1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn , where N is a security parameter and
we will analyze the security performance that N tags can
provide in the next section. Given multiple data packets,
each with N tags, Combine produces N tags for a linear
combination of those multiple data packets. V erify checks
the correctness of a data packet with its N tags. In KEPTE,
the source, intermediate nodes or sinks will perform one or
two of those three algorithms:
. SignðX1 ; . . . ; XN ; Pi Þ:
Input: N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN 2 Fpmþn , the ith
data packet Pi 2 Fpmþn .
Output: N tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N 2 Fp for Pi , where
tPi ;j ¼ Pi  XjT 2 Fp ð1  j  NÞ.
. CombineððWi ; tWi ;1 ; . . . ; tWi ;N Þhi¼1 ; ði Þhi¼1 Þ:
Input: h vectors Wi 2 Fpmþn ð1  i  hÞ and each with

2.

3.

4.

Setup. KDC distributes N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN 2
Fpmþn to the source s, and distributes two secret
vectors Zg 2 FpN and Vg 2 Fpmþn to each node g, where
Zg , Vg , and X1 ; . . . ; XN satisfy the following:
0
1
X1
Vg ¼ Zg  @    A:
ð2Þ
XN
We will discuss the detailed process of KDC
distributing these secret vectors to s and g in
Section 3.3.
Tag Generation. For each Pi 2 Fpmþn ð1  i  nÞ, the
source uses the algorithm SignðX1 ; . . . ; XN ; Pi Þ to
generate N tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N . Fig. 1 depicts this
process.
Encoding. Assume that an intermediate node g
receives h correct data packets Wi 2 Fpmþn ð1  i 
hÞ, each with N tags tWi ;1 ; . . . ; tWi ;N 2 Fp ð1  i  hÞ.
For an output link, g randomly selects h constants
1 ; . . . ; h 2 Fp and performs the algorithm
CombineððWi ; tWi ;1 ; . . . ; tWi ;N Þhi¼1 ; ði Þhi¼1 Þ to generate
a new encoded data packet W with N tags
tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N as the output of this link. Fig. 2
depicts this process.
Verification. Upon receiving a data packet W with its
N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N , a node g checks the correctness
of W with algorithm V erify and its secret vectors
Zg ; Vg . If its output is 1, g judges W being correct;
otherwise, g judges W being fake or polluted, and
discards W . Fig. 3 depicts this process. The correctness of the verification algorithm will be analyzed in
Section 3.4.
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Then, KDC distributes the two private keys cg ; Zg to
the node g and the node g gets a secret vector Vg 2
Fpmþn with the following:
0
1
Y1
Vg ¼ Cg  @    A 2 Fpmþn :
ð5Þ
YN

Fig. 3. Verification at a node g.

3.3 Key Distribution in Practical Network Coding
With KEPTE, the source s needs N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN
to produce N tags for each packet, and each node g needs
two secret vectors Zg ; Vg to check the correctness of its
received packets. Each of the secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN and
Vg is of the same size as a data packet and N may be several
tens or even more. So distributing X1 ; . . . ; XN to s and
distributing Vg to node g may bring heavy load to a network
and KDC. To reduce the cost of distributing the secret
vectors, we design a scheme for key distribution at KDC in
the following.
Before introducing the proposed key distributing
scheme, we first present three cryptographically secure
pseudorandom functions (P RF s), G1 : KG1 ! Fpmþn , G2 :
KG2 ! FpN , and G3 : KG3 ! FpN . G1 , G2 , and G3 are publicly
known to KDC and all the nodes in a network. An element
in KGi ð1  i  3Þ is called a seed, which is used as an input
of Gi . Usually, the size of a seed is 128 bits [31].
The following key distributing process is to replace the
“Setup” step for distributing X1 ; . . . ; XN to s and distributing Vg to node g. It is shown in Fig. 4. We will compare the
overheads of the following distributing process with which
in the “Setup” step:
1.

2.

3.

N seeds k1 ; k2 ; . . . ; kN 2 KG1 are the public keys,
which are known to all the nodes in a network. From
the N seeds, N public vectors Y1 ; Y2 ; . . . ; YN 2 Fpmþn
are generated at the source s and at each node g,
where Yi ¼ G1 ðki Þ 2 Fpmþn ð1  i  NÞ.
For the source s, KDC selects N seeds b1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bN 2
KG2 such that ððU1 ÞT ; ðU2 ÞT ; . . . ; ðUN ÞT ÞT is full
ranked, where Ui ¼ G2 ðbi Þ 2 FpN ð1  i  NÞ. Then,
KDC distributes the N private keys b1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bN to
the source s. So with the following, the source s gets
N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN 2 Fpmþn :
0
1 0
1 0
1
U1
X1
Y1
@    A  @    A ¼ @    A:
ð3Þ
UN
XN
YN
For each node g, KDC selects a seed cg 2 KG3 , sets
Cg ¼ G3 ðcg Þ ¼ ðcg;1 ; cg;2 ; . . . ; cg;N Þ 2 FpN and computes
a key Zg 2 FpN with the following:
0
1
U1
Zg ¼ Cg  @    A:
ð4Þ
UN

From Steps 1 and 2, the source s gets N secret keys
X1 ; . . . ; XN ; and from Steps 1 and 3, a node g gets two secret
keys Zg ; Vg . From (3), (4), and (5), X1 ; . . . ; XN and Zg , Vg
satisfy (2). So the above key distribution process can
successfully replace the “Setup” step.
After the above key distribution for a file, the source s
obtains the secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN from N short keys
b1 ; . . . ; bN , and each node g obtains the secret vectors Zg , Vg
from Zg and a short key cg , where the size of a short key is
usually 128 bits. But each of X1 ; . . . ; XN 2 Fpmþn and Vg may
be over 10,000 bits. So the above key distributing process
greatly reduces the overhead of key distribution.
For each round of key distribution, b1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bN , cg , and
Zg can be used until their key lifetime3 ends. Usually the
key lifetime is long enough for the source s to send a file to
the sinks securely.

3.4 The Correctness of KEPTE
Given an encoding data packet W ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wmþn Þ with
its N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N . From (1) and the algorithm
Combine, the following is satisfied:
ðW ; tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N Þ ¼

n
X

wi ðPi ; tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N Þ:

ð6Þ

i¼1

Then, according to the algorithm Sign, we have
tW ;j ¼ ðw1 ; . . . ; wn Þ  ðtP1 ;j ; . . . ; tPn ;j ÞT

T
¼ ðw1 ; . . . ; wn Þ  P1T ; . . . ; PnT  XjT
¼W

ð7Þ

XjT :

Upon receiving an encoding data packet W ¼ ðw1 ;
w2 ; . . . ; wmþn Þ with its N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N , a node g will
use the algorithm Verify and two secret vectors Zg ; Vg to
check the correctness of W .
From (7) and (2),
W  VgT ¼ W  ððX1 ÞT ; . . . ; ðXN ÞT Þ  ZgT
¼ ðtW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N Þ  ZgT :

ð8Þ

From (8), the node g can use the algorithm Verify to check
the correctness of a packet with N tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N and
two secret vectors Zg ; Vg . So with KEPTE, a node is able to
check the correctness of a received encoded data packet.

3.5 Main Features of KEPTE
KEPTE is enlightened by the tag generation method in [13]
and is similar to its Message Authentication Codes (MAC)
3. Key lifetime depends on many factors related to the specific system
[32]: the operating environment and the volume and the importance of the
transmitted data, and so on. For the similar symmetric authentication key in
communication application, the maximal key lifetime can be set to be
2 years.
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Fig. 4. Key distribution. The bold arrow indicates KDC distributes the key(s) to the corresponding entity (s or g), and the entity may use the key(s) as
the input of a P RG to compute the secret vectors at the end of the arrow. Other arrows represent a certain computation process, or the input or
output of a certain computation.

scheme. We modify the tag generation method in [13] with
some insights to random linear network coding such as (2)(5)and (8).
However, unlike the previous key predistribution-based
or PKC-based schemes, KEPTE falls into neither digital
signature nor MAC because digital signature uses PKC to
generate and verify the signature or tags of a data packet,
while in MAC both the tag generation at the source and the
correctness verification at other nodes in a network uses the
same key.

4

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In a network with network coding, the source s sends a
group of n data packets Pi , each with N tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N ,
1  i  n, to sinks. N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN are held by
the source and two secret vectors Zg ; Vg are held by each
node g. In this section, we will analyze the possibilities of an
adversary launching a pollution attack or a tag pollution
attack successfully. The following Definition 1 shows the
essence of pollution attack.
0

Definition 1. W 2 Fpmþn with N tags tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N is called
a deceptive data packet over P1 ; . . . ; Pn , if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
1.
2.

0

0

W is a fake data packet, that is, W 62 SpanfP1 ; . . . ;
Pn g.
0
For each node g with ðZg ; Vg Þ, W  VgT ¼ Zg 
T
ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ .
0

The condition 1 in Definition 1 means that W is not a
linear combination of P1 ; . . . ; Pn , i.e., is a fake or polluted
0
data packet. The condition 2 in Definition 1 means that W
with N tags tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N will pass the correctness check at
all nodes. So for an adversary, the essence of pollution
0
attack is to find a deceptive data packet W with N tags
tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N over P1 ; . . . ; Pn .
In this section, we first analyze the possible information
an adversary can get for launching its attack. Then, based on
these information, we analyze the possible pollution attacks
and give the respective quantitative security requirements
to resist on the pollution attacks. Next, we analyze the
reason why tag pollution attack fails in KEPTE. At last, we
make a security requirement summary of KEPTE.

4.1 The Possible Information for Launching Attacks
KEPTE assumes that the source s is trustworthy and the
process of key distribution is secure. So during the process
of key distribution, the adversary cannot get any information about the keys b1 ; . . . ; bN 2 KG2 distributed to the
source s and the keys cg ; Zg distributed to node g. Further,
considering that the used three P RF s G1 , G2 , and G3 are all
cryptographically secure, the adversary also cannot get any
information about X1 ; . . . ; XN 2 Fpmþn held by s and
ðCg ; Zg ; Vg Þ held by g during the process of key distribution.
In KEPTE, an adversary can wiretap all the data
communication in a network and may compromise some
intermediate nodes or sinks. Hence, the useful information
that the adversary can obtain includes: 1) data packets
transmitted in a network; 2) key information of the nodes
compromised by the adversary. Here, we assume that the
adversary knows all n original data packets Pi together with
their tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N ; 1  i  n because it can decode
P1 ; . . . ; Pn from n linearly independent packets it received.
In addition, we assume that the adversary compromises r
nodes g1 ; g2 ; . . . ; gr , each node gi ð1  i  rÞ with secret keys Cgi ;
Zgi ; Vgi . So the adversary also knows Cgi ; Zgi ; Vgi for
1  i  r.
According to the algorithm Sign, the adversary can get
the following as an estimation of X1 ; . . . ; XN :
0 1
0
1
tP1 ;j
P1
@    A  X T ¼ @    Að1  j  NÞ:
ð9Þ
j
tPn ;j
Pn
According to the key distribution, the adversary can get
the following as an estimation of X1 ; . . . ; XN or U1 ; . . . ; UN :
0
1 0
1 0
1
V g1
Zg1
X1
@  A  @  A ¼ @  A
ð10Þ
Zgr
V gr
XN
and
0

1 0
1 0
1
Zg1
Cg1
U1
@    A  @    A ¼ @    A;
Cgr
Zgr
UN

ð11Þ

where Ui ¼ ðui;1 ; . . . ; ui;N Þð1  i  NÞ and Zgi ¼ ðzgi ;1 ; . . . ;
zgi ;N Þð1  i  rÞ.
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According to the algorithm V erify, the following is
useful information for the adversary to find out a deceptive
0
data packet W with N tags tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N :
0
1 0
1 0
1
tW 0 ;1
Zg1
Vg1
@    A  @    A ¼ @    A  ðW 0 ÞT :
ð12Þ
tW 0 ;N
Zgr
V gr

for 1  i  N, where Ui ¼ ðui;1 ; . . . ; ui;N Þ. Because the
rank of the matrix ððCg1 ÞT ; . . . ; ðCgr ÞT ÞT is no greater than
r, there are no less than pNr solutions in (13), further
jUj  pNðNrÞ . Hence, if the adversary randomly selects
an element from U, the probability that the element is
exactly the N secret vectors U1 ; U2 ; . . . ; UN held by s is no
u
t
greater than 1=pNðNrÞ .

As a summary, the information which the adversary can
use to launch pollution attack includes

Let 1 ð0 < 1 < 1Þ be a small real number such that
1=pNðNrÞ  1 , which means that the probability of the
adversary getting U1 ; . . . ; UN is small enough. From (3),
getting U1 ; . . . ; UN is equivalent to getting X1 ; . . . ; XN . So
KEPTE is secure against the adversary getting X1 ; . . . ; XN
with the first way on the condition that 1=pNðNrÞ  1 .

data packets P1 ; . . . ; Pn , each Pi with N tags
tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N ; 1  i  n;
2. Cgi ; Zgi ; Vgi at a compromised node gi for 1  i  r;
3. the schemes to generate N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN
and N tags for each data packet at the source s and
to generate secret vectors Cg ; Zg ; Vg at a node g.
Equations (9)-(12) show the relationship among the n
data packets, their tags, and the secret vectors.
In the case that the adversary compromises r  N
nodes, it is very possible that the rank of the matrix
ððZg1 ÞT ; ðZg2 ÞT ; . . . ; ðZgr ÞT ÞT is N. And if so, the adversary
can derive X1 ; . . . ; XN directly from (10). So in the
following, we assume that the adversary is not able to
compromise more than N  1 nodes.
1.

4.2

The First Pollution Attack Behavior: Searching
for X1 ; . . . ; XN
Because Y1 ; . . . ; YN are publicly known to all nodes,
U1 ; . . . ; UN are privately known by s and Cg ; Zg ; Vg are
privately known by node g, there are two ways for an
adversary to get X1 ; . . . ; XN :
The First Way. First getting U1 ; . . . ; UN with (11) and
Cg ; Zg ; Vg held by comprised node g, and then getting
X1 ; . . . ; XN with U1 ; . . . ; UN and (3).
2. The Second Way. Using (9) and (10) with Cg ; Zg ; Vg
held by comprised node g.
In the following, we will analyze the probability of the
adversary getting X1 ; . . . ; XN using the above two ways
separately.
1.

4.2.1 The First Way
U1 ; . . . ; UN are the key information for the adversary to get
X1 ; . . . ; XN . We first analyze the probability that the
adversary derives U1 ; U2 ; . . . ; UN in the case of r < N.
Given Cg1 ; . . . ; Cgr and Zg1 ; . . . ; Zgr , let U be the set of all
the solutions of U1 ; . . . ; UN in (11). Then, we have the
following Theorem 1:
Theorem 1. In the case of r < N, if the adversary randomly
selects an element from U, the probability that the element is
exactly the N secret vectors U1 ; U2 ; . . . ; UN held by s is no
greater than 1=pNðNrÞ , where p is the size of field Fp .
Proof. Because the adversary comprises g1 ; g2 ; . . . ; gr , it
knows the secret vectors Cgi ; Zgi held by node gi for
1  i  n. The only way that the adversary tries to get
U1 ; U2 ; . . . ; UN is solving the following linear equation:
0
1 0
1 0
1
u1;i
zg1 ;i
Cg1
@  A  @  A ¼ @  A
ð13Þ
Cgr
zgr ;i
uN;i

4.2.2 The Second Way
Provided that the adversary has no knowledge of U1 ; . . . ;
UN held by s, the adversary cannot get any useful
information about X1 ; . . . ; XN from (3). In this section, we
will analyze the probability of the adversary getting
X1 ; . . . ; XN with the second way. Given P1 ; . . . ; Pn , each Pi
with N tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ; tPi ;N , and secret vectors Zgi ; Vgi at node
gi for 1  i  r, let X be the set of all the solutions of
X1 ; . . . ; XN that satisfy both (9) and (10). Then, we have the
following Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. In the case of r < N, if the adversary randomly
selects an element from X , the probability that the element is
exactly the N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN held by s is no greater
than 1=pmðNrÞ .
Proof. A node g can receive enough encoded packets to
decode the packets P1 ; . . . ; Pn , and the N tags tPi ;1 ; . . . ;
tPi ;N of Pi for 1  i  n. Because XjT is a vector of m þ n
dimensions, provided that m coordinates of Xj ð1  j 
NÞ are known, the vector Xj ð1  j  NÞ is determined
by (9).
So to find X1 ; . . . ; XN satisfying both (9) and (10), we
need m coordinates of each Xj ð1  j  NÞ. And the rank
of ððZg1 ÞT ; ðZg2 ÞT ; . . . ; ðZgr ÞT ÞT is no greater than r. Similar
to the proof of Theorem 1, jX j  pmðNrÞ and Theorem 2
holds.
u
t
Let 2 ð0 < 2 < 1Þ be a small real number such that
1=pmðNrÞ  2 , which means that the probability of the
adversary getting X1 ; . . . ; XN is small enough. KEPTE is
secure against the adversary getting X1 ; . . . ; XN with the
second way on the condition that 1=pmðNrÞ  2 .

4.3

The Second Pollution Attack Behavior: Finding
a Deceptive Data Packet
Without the knowledge of X1 ; . . . ; XN , (12) is the only
information that the adversary can use to find a deceptive
0
data packet W with N tags tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N that can pass the
verifications at all nodes. There are the following two ways
that the adversary uses:
The First Way. The adversary randomly selects
tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N 2 Fp , and then tries to inject a fake data
0
packet W with N tags tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N . So the adversary will
0
0
try to find W which satisfies (12) and W 62 SpanfP1 ;
0
P2 ; . . . ; Pn g, and W with its N tags can pass the correctness
check at all nodes. Let W 2 be the set of all the deceptive data
packets with tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N as their tags. Let W 1 be the set
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0

of all W s which not only are solutions of (12) but also
0
0
satisfy W 62 SpanfP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn g, but W may not pass the
correctness check at some node(s). From the definition of a
deceptive data packet, W 2  W 1 holds. The adversary
randomly selects an element from W 1 and hopes that the
element belongs to W 2 .
0
The Second Way. The adversary fixes W first, and try to
0
find ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ 2 FpN to make W with tW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N
be a deceptive data packet. Similarly to the first way, let
W 3 be the set of all the solutions ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ in (11)
0
with the fixed W . Then, the adversary randomly selects
0
an element ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ for W from W 3 and hopes
0
W with the tags ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ is a deceptive data
0
packet, i.e., tW 0 ;i ¼ W  XiT ð1  i  NÞ.
In the following, we analyze the probability of the
adversary finding a deceptive data packet with the above
two ways.

4.3.1 The First Way
Now, we analyze the probability of the adversary finding a
deceptive data packet with the first way.
Theorem 3. Suppose that the adversary randomly selects an
0
element W from W 1 . In the case of r < N, the probability of
0
1
W belonging to W 2 is no greater than pNr
.
0

Proof. A deceptive data packet W with given N tags
ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ satisfies
0
1 0
1
tW 0 ;1
X1
@    A ¼ @    A  ðW 0 ÞT :
ð14Þ
tW 0 ;N
XN
0

Any solution W of (14) will pass the correctness
0
verification at each node g with ðZg ; Vg Þ. Because W is
an m þ n dimensional vector over Fp and there are pn
elements in SpanfP1 ; . . . ; Pn g, the order of W 2 is
pmþnN  pn .
Because the rank of the matrix ððZg1 ÞT ; . . . ; ðZgr ÞT ÞT is
no greater than r and there are pn elements in
SpanfP1 ; . . . ; Pn g, the order of W 1 is no less than
pmþnr  pn .
So if the adversary randomly selects an element
0
0
W from W 1 , the probability of W belonging to W 2 is
pmþnN pn
pmN 1
1
u
t
pmþnr pn ¼ pmr 1  pNr .
According to Theorem 3, when the adversary randomly
selected pNr elements from W 1 , it expects to find no more
than one element (i.e., one data packet) that can pass the
verification at all nodes, i.e., it belongs to W 2 . Let 3 ð0 <
3 < 1Þ be a small real number such that 1=pNr  3 , which
means the probability of the adversary finding an element
in W 2 is negligible. So, KEPTE can prevent the adversary
from getting a deceptive data packet on the condition that
1=pNr  3 .

4.3.2 The Second Way
If the adversary seeks for a deceptive data packet with the
second way, we have the following Theorem 4.
0

mþn

Theorem 4. Given W 2 F
as a data packet, suppose that the
adversary randomly selects an element ðtW 0 ;1 ; . . . ; tW 0 ;N Þ from
0
W 3 as N tags of W . In the case of the number of compromised
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0

nodes r < N, the probability of tW 0 ;i ¼ W  XiT ð1  i  NÞ is
1
.
no greater than pNr
Proof. Omitted, as it can be proved in the similar way as the
proof of Theorem 3.
u
t
Similar to the analysis of the first way, on the same
condition as the first way that 1=pNr  3 , the probability
is small enough to keep the adversary from finding a
deceptive data packet with the second way.

4.4 Tag Pollution Attack
In a type of schemes based on key predistribution [13], [14],
[15], N keys are used to generate N tags for a data packet at
the source s and each node g just possesses part of the N
keys. The adversary only modifies one or several tags of a
data packet and makes no modification to the data packet.
If a node receives the data packet with the modified tags
and does not hold the keys corresponding to the modified
tags, the data packet will pass its verification because the
node can only verify the unmodified tags corresponding to
the keys it holds. If a node receives the encoded data
packets with the incorrect tags and exactly holds the keys
corresponding to the incorrect tags, those data packets will
be discarded.
Tag pollution attack may waste bandwidth greatly. The
schemes in [13], [14] are susceptible to tag pollution attack,
while the MacSig scheme in [15] adopts an extra method
based on PKC to resist on tag pollution attack and requires
a large field of size 128 bits. So the computational complexity of the MacSig scheme is much higher than the schemes
in [13], [14].
KEPTE uses the algorithm Verify to check the correctness
of a packet with N tags. The following Theorem 5 presents
the probability of a correct data with modified tag(s)
passing the correctness check at a node.
Theorem 5. If the adversary modifies dð1  d  NÞ tags of a
data packet, the probability that the d modified tags do not be
checked out by a node during the verification process is 1=pd .
Proof. Suppose that a node g with ðZg ; Vg Þ verifies the
correctness of a data packet W with tags tW ;1 ; . . . ; tW ;N . If
the ith coordinate of the vector Zg 2 FpN is zero, the ith
tag of W will not be checked; otherwise, it will be
checked. Because the ith coordinate of Zg is randomly
selected from Fp , the probability of it being zero is 1=p. So
the probability of the ith tag of W being not checked out
is 1=p and the probability that all d modified tags are not
u
t
checked out by g in the verification of W is 1=pd .
1
is maximized when d ¼ 1. Hence, in KEPTE, it is most
pd
advisable for the adversary to modify only one of the N
tags. If Fp ¼ F28 and d ¼ 1, p1d  0:4%, and if Fp ¼ F216 and
d ¼ 1, p1d  0:00153%. The probability of a packet with
modified tag(s) passing the checks at two nodes is very
small. So KEPTE is efficient to prevent tag pollution attack
under common used setting of network coding.

4.5 Security Summary
The essence of pollution attack is to find a deceptive data
packet defined in Definition 1. From Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3,
KEPTE can prevent the adversary to get a deceptive data
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packet from the two attack behaviors if the following three
conditions are satisfied: 1) 1=pNðNrÞ  1 ; 2) 1=pmðNrÞ  2 ;
1
 3 , where 1 , 2 , and 3 are security parameters. In
3) pNr
particular, setting 1 ¼ 2 ¼ 101100 and 3 ¼ 10118 , the following
two common used settings in practical network coding both
satisfy the above three conditions: 1) Fp ¼ F28 , r  N  8,
and m  128, and 2) Fp ¼ F216 , r  N  5, and m  64.
If the adversary cannot obtain a deceptive data packet, it
may launch tag pollution, i.e., it modifies the tag(s) of a
correct data packet. A node verifies the correctness of a data
packet using the algorithm V erify, and the probability that
a packet with modified tag(s) passes the verification at a
node is no greater than 1=p. If Fp ¼ F28 , the probability is no
greater than 1=256  0:4%. In the case that Fp ¼ F28 , the
probability that the packet passes the verifications at two
1
 0:00153%. If the system
nodes is no greater than 256256
needs a higher security level, it can select a larger field, for
example, Fp ¼ F216 . If Fp ¼ F216 , the probability that a packet
with modified tag(s) passes the verification at a node is no
greater than 0.00153 percent.
As a summary of this section, provided that the three
security conditions 1, 2, and 3 stated in the first paragraph
of this section are satisfied, all intermediate nodes and sinks
are able to resist on pollution attack and tag pollution attack
with the protection of KEPTE.

5

PERFORMANCE AND APPLICATION

In this section, we will analyze the performance of
KEPTE in terms of computational complexity, communication overhead, and storage overhead. We also discuss
the application of KEPTE to a practical network coding
case. The comparison of KEPTE with some typical
schemes is presented as supplementary, available online.

5.1

Performance Analysis

5.1.1 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of KEPTE consists mainly of
two parts: 1) the key and tag generation at the source; 2) the
key generation and the correctness verification of packets at
each node g:
1. At the source. The source uses G1 to generate N vectors
Y1 ; . . . ; YN and uses G2 to generate N vectors U1 ; . . . ; UN . To
get the N vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN from (3), the source needs to
solve a group of linear equations, whose computational
complexity is OðN 3 þ N 2 ðm þ nÞÞ. According to the
algorithm Sign, Nðm þ nÞ multiplications and Nðm þ n 
1Þ additions over field Fp are needed for the tag generation
of each data packet at a node, whose computational
complexity is OðNðm þ nÞÞ.
2. At each node g. The node g uses G1 to generate N
vectors Y1 ; . . . ; YN and uses G3 to generate the vector Cg .
Then, with (5), ðN  1Þðm þ nÞ additions and Nðm þ nÞ
multiplications over Fp are needed to generate a vector Vg .
For the verification of a data packet at a node, according to
the algorithm V erify, N þ m þ n multiplications and m þ
n þ N  2 additions over Fp are performed. The computational complexity for the correctness verification of a data
packet at a node is Oðm þ n þ NÞ.
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We can see from Table 1 in the supplementary, available
online, that the computational complexity of KEPTE is
always less than the scheme in [13], while the time for the
verification of a packet with the scheme in [13] is at
microsecond level under their experimental setup. So
KEPTE is computational efficient for practical application.

5.1.2 Communication and Storage Overhead
The communication overhead includes the tags appended
to each data packet and keys distributed to the source s and
each node g.
The size of tags appended to each data packet is
Ndlog2 pe bits. The ratio of the size of N tags to the size of
N
a data packet is mþn
. Suppose a data block is no less than
128 bytes = 1,024 bits and the system can at most tolerate t
nodes to be compromised. From the security analysis, if
Fp ¼ F28 , t ¼ N  8 and the size of redundancy appended to
a data packet is Ndlog2 pe ¼ 8N ¼ 8ðt þ 8Þ bits. If Fp ¼ F216 ,
t ¼ N  5 and the size of redundancy appended to a data
packet is Ndlog2 pe ¼ 16N ¼ 16ðt þ 5Þ bits.
The lengths of the keys distributed to the source s and
each node g are N  Lenkey bits and Ndlog2 pe þ Lenkey bits,
respectively, where Lenkey is the number of bits of a key.
In the “Setup” phase of KEPTE, the source needs to store
N secret vectors X1 ; . . . ; XN 2 Fpmþn to generate N tags for
each of n data packets. The total size of the N secret vectors
is Nðm þ nÞdlog2 pe bits and equals to N data packets. After
the source generating N tags for each of the n data packets,
the N secret vectors can be destroyed and not stored
anymore. For each node g, it needs to store two secret
vectors Zg ; Vg , each of size ðN þ m þ nÞdlog2 pe bits.
5.2 A Practical Case in the Wired Network
In this section, we take a practical network coding case from
[20] to show the practicality of KEPTE. Suppose that a wired
network consists of 89 nodes, Fp ¼ F28 and the size of an IP
packet is set to 1,400 Bytes, i.e., m þ n ¼ 1;400, and the
system tolerates 32 nodes to be compromised and N ¼ 40.
During key distribution, KDC distributes to the source
N ¼ 40 keys b1 ; . . . ; b40 , the total size of N  Lenkey ¼ 5;120
bits, and KDC distributes to each node g the keys Zg ; cg ,
total size of N þ Lenkey ¼ 448 bits.
Before sending the n data packets, the source needs to
solve a group of N ¼ 40 linear equations over F28 to get 40
secret vectors X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; X40 according to (3). The
computational complexity of solving (3) is OðN 3 þ N 2 ðm þ
nÞÞ over F28 . In addition, during the tag generation of the
n data packets, the source needs to store those N vectors
X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; X40 , total size of 54.7 KB approximately and
which can be removed from the memory once the tags of
these n data packets being generated. The memory of a
modern PC usually has several GBs. So the storage cost of
X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; X40 can be neglected.
To verify the correctness of a received data packet, a
node g with cg ; Zg in the network needs to get Vg using
equation Vg ¼ Cg  ððY1 ÞT ; . . . ; ðYN ÞT ÞT , where Cg ¼ G3 ðcg Þ 2
FpN and the size of Vg equals to the size of a data packet. The
size of the tags appended to each data packet is 320 bits, and
the ratio of the tag size to the length of a data packet is
40
1;400  2:9%.
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From the analysis above, KEPTE can applied to this case
in [20] with a reasonable overhead.
In P2P systems, any node could upload and download
data packets as source and sink simultaneously, but its basic
function is to distribute a file from a node (say u) to other
nodes. KEPTE can be applied to P2P systems with a little
modification, i.e., regarding u as the source node and all
other nodes as intermediate nodes or destination nodes.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

6

CONCLUSION

This paper presented some insights to linear network
coding and proposed a key predistribution-based tag
encoding scheme, KEPTE, which is used to secure network
coding against pollution attack and tag pollution attack.
This paper also quantitatively gave the security analysis of
KEPTE and compared its performance and overhead with
other schemes. The main advantages of KEPTE can be
summarized as: 1) It is computationally efficient; 2) All
intermediate nodes and sinks are able to detect pollution
attack and tag pollution attack; 3) When the size of
redundancy appended to each data packet is Ndlog2 pe bits,
it allows no more than N  ðN   þ 1Þ nodes to be
compromised, where  is a security parameter. Roughly, 
mainly depends on the size p of the selected field Fp . In
practical network coding, F28 and F216 are two common
used fields. If Fp ¼ F28 ,  can be set to 8, and if Fp ¼ F216 , 
can be set to be 5. Finally, discussions on a practical network
coding case showed the practicality of KEPTE.
The fault-tolerant ability of KEPTE is related to the size
of the redundancy appended to each data packet. How to
release this constraint may be our future work.
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